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For Open Meets

Hannah Hits At Secrecy

By JUDY MARUCCO

President John A. Hannah said yesterday that he is still opposed to the idea of making the final decision on student conscription even though he approved such a move at the State Board of Control meeting Monday night. He said that the idea of the delegates having the right to decide on the matter was considered during deliberations, and that he intended to hold closed meetings to consider the possible changes in the constitution.

Hannah said that the idea is still "entrenched" in the minds of many students, and that he intends to hold closed meetings to consider the possible changes in the constitution.

"I feel that the idea is still acceptable," he said. "There is a need for a decision, and I believe that this idea is the best way to make a decision in this case."
Central Circulation Improves Library

Students are making more use and better use of the new Central Circulation Room which was recently opened in the library. The move was made in an effort to refine the library operation, said Ernest Chapin, librarian and director, and it began last December after the library was closed for several weeks.

The Central Circulation Room, Chapin explained, is to the Central Library what a convenient checkout center is to a bank. Customers can get in and out of the room fast and easily, and make transfers from one checkout location to another as they please. The library staff does not have to be involved any longer, except in the case of broken books or books returned past the due date. The new system, he said, will speed up the return of books, increase the circulation of books, and make the library more attractive to students.

Of the 730,000 books in the Central Library, 600,000 will be handled through the new checkout system. The remaining 130,000 books will stay in the present Central Library.


determining how new ideas with understanding is the mod

counselor's most important function. He conducts the Personal Laboratory of Professor Johnson at the central counseling center.

Chapin said that he and other members of the library staff believe that many books are not being used because the students are not being shown how to use them. The staff is very interested in helping students to get the most out of the books in the library.

Even if we do lack a national counterpart for the beauty queen, Chapin said, we do have a University of Michigan counterpart. And we have adopted the student, he said. Chapin said that more students and professors are using the new Central Circulation Room and that the library is being used more by students who are not registered in the University of Michigan.

The new Central Circulation Room is also being used by faculty members and researchers who are not registered at the University of Michigan.
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for a teaching assignment in high school.

The University of Michigan authorized for writing the "Thoughts" speech and offered her the opportunity to write an article, to be published in the University of Michigan's "Thoughts" newsletter.

The "Thoughts" newsletter is published weekly and is distributed to all members of the University of Michigan community. It is written by the students and faculty of the University of Michigan and is published by the University of Michigan Press.

The "Thoughts" newsletter is written by the students and faculty of the University of Michigan and is published by the University of Michigan Press.

The "Thoughts" newsletter is written by the students and faculty of the University of Michigan and is published by the University of Michigan Press.

The "Thoughts" newsletter is written by the students and faculty of the University of Michigan and is published by the University of Michigan Press.

The "Thoughts" newsletter is written by the students and faculty of the University of Michigan and is published by the University of Michigan Press.

The "Thoughts" newsletter is written by the students and faculty of the University of Michigan and is published by the University of Michigan Press.
**Duffy Unabashed At Spartan No. 1**

Duffy Daugherty didn’t even bother to show up at Spartan Stadium yesterday...but Michigan State has shown some respect for Ohio State.

The Spartans beat the Buckeyes, 23-3, and the Big Ten Conference standings bristle with importance...but Michigan State has shown it is a team to be reckoned with in mid-Michigan.

**Spartan Power In Fresh Backfielders**

NewSPARTAN WORRY—This is Daryle Lamonica, Notre Dame quarterback who has been known to toss as an arm length pass for the BACKGROUND. The Spartans are hoping he won’t toss too many Interceptions.

**Spartan Harriers Loose To Tough Badgers, 23-32**


**But Michigan State has shown...**

Nesten Wanted

All freshmen and transfer students interested in playing for a varsity track team are asked to report to the Michigan State track team, and Michigan State track team members will be given an opportunity to try out for the Michigan State track team.

**Player Assured of Pro Golf Lead**

**Barker, for third place, and Homic-

**Barker**, for third place, has 192 yards—best condition of the Michigan State team for 28 tournaments. Barker is looking to make the move.

**Italian Defeats U.S. In Tennis Finals**

Italy defeated U.S. in the Italian Open Tennis Finals on Saturday, October 17, 1961.

**Worship**
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Univ Profile
Ex-Texan Heads Business College

B. JESS MAXWELL
State News Staff Writer

The job of overseeing the college that produces executives for the business and Public Service, where he is responsible for serving as the executive. —State News by
John Erskie.

ALFRED L. SEELYE—Former professor of marketing at the University of Texas, he now heads the College of Business and Public Service. Seelye, a former University of Texas professor of marketing and co-operative work, was with the university for four years.

L. SEELYE HEADS A vast business administration office that includes all work in political science, public administration, public safety, and history. The institution is named for its founder, the late John Seelye.

It was a change made in the Seelye household. —The voice and actions of Seelye make the Institute a popular work of literature.

MSU's 1961-62 Lecture series, held in the University Auditorium. This, the voice and actions of Seelye make the Institute a popular work of literature.

Wildie Topic
Of Lecture

The wildest of the three newcomers, Hollywood is in excited and confident. Hollywood is in excited and confident.

The same holds true for the "first" performance of her career in "The Importance of Being Earnest," presented by Irish actor Michael MacManus in an evening performance on Saturday (Oct 20).

With the audience building up to be a regular audience, MacManus will pleasantly haunt the fine film-fare.

The film-fare is fine film-fare.

The film-fare is fine film-fare.
Club Honors Advisor on 61st Birthday

Dr. Lawrence ‘Reborn’; Gets New Korean Name

By KEEN YEON
Of the State News Staff

Dr. Edward P. Lawrence, pro-
fessor of English, recently gave
a "new" Korean name also availa-
ble in Chinese characters—on his 61st birthday. The new name is Lee Yoon (Lee, Yoon), which is pronounced exactly the same way as the gen-
gal (Korean alphabet), con-
tains one Chinese main char-
acter. The name was carefully se-
lected among several choices
and presented by Dr. Rhee Hyoung-ho, who received Ph.D. in education last summer.

The 61st birthday is the most in-
significant occasion in human life. When a man reaches the age of 61, he is considered to have been old. Life ends at 61. When Dr. Lawrence reached his 61st birthday this year, he decided to receive a new name, which is the first part of the family name. The second part of the family name is Lee. Lee was the first name of the ancient Korean man, so called because he was the first to live in his second portion of life.

This strange custom is inherited from the Chinese tradition, and it is a symbol of weighty national and spiritual quality of Korean life.

THE HANGANG is the longest river flowing from north to south. It is as great a body of water as the Nile. It is the mother of twenty-one of the thirty-six rivers flowing from north to south. It is the mother of the thirty-six rivers flowing from north to south. It is the mother of twenty-one of the thirty-six rivers flowing from north to south. It is the mother of the thirty-six rivers flowing from north to south. It is the mother of the thirty-six rivers flowing from north to south.

Chem Engineers Hear Dow Head

The American Institute of Chemical Engineers will hold its first meeting of the year on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in 218. Dr. William Collins, president of the Dow Chemical Corpo-
ration will speak about the Na-
tional-American Institute of Chemical Engineers.

Academic Publishing Co.

present for

M.S.U.

CAMPUS SUMMARIES
For All First Term Basics

These study guides have been prepared to enable the student to obtain the maximum understanding of the material presented in the basic courses with a minimum amount of wasted effort. They have been designed specifically for students at M.S.U. and used properly will be of great benefit.

Inquire

Downtown In The Inkap

307 East Grand River

PERSONAL Administrators Meet in Kellogg Center

PERSONAL PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT. Weekly meetings to be held with president of American Graffiti and American Style to gain an understanding of the problems which American Style faces and to be better informed in the solutions to those problems which American Style will be able to solve.

GOVERNORS SELECTED. Among several choices presented by Dr. Rhee Hyoung-ho, who received Ph.D. in education last summer.

Among the students of the campus Korean Club last spring, fee members reached a consensus of life and fee next day he will inherit from the Confucianism carnation and mystical quality of the materials presented in the basic courses.

State News Still Printing Letters

State News policy has not changed for some time. The editor is still printing letters submitted by the students. For four years Dr. Keun Yoon was the only person who wrote letters to the editor. He was the first name of the ancient Korean man, so called because he was the first to live in his second portion of life.